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About the Creator of ECTGW
• Jim Aloye attended Alvernia College
and graduated in 2001 with a Bachelor
in Computer Information Systems
• He went on to found Aloye Computer
Enterprises which he ran full time
from 2001 until 2008 where he
developed, built, and maintained a
wide array of technology
infrastructures and serviced a variety
of business clients within and around
Eastern Pennsylvania and the USA.
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• Aloye Computer Enterprises Clients have included:
Chem-tech Specialties

Diversified Mechanical Inc.

Draw Group

Zimmerman Flowers & Gift Shoppe

Draw Pro Services

Dayspring Homes, Incorporated

Canyon Compressor

Council on Chemical Abuse

Air & Pump, Inc.

Tom Masano Auto Group

Atlas Copco

Olympian Financial

Supreme Cleaners

Prudential Financial

IMAS, Inc.

EFI Source, Inc.
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• Aloye’s diverse background also includes the design & implementation of
numerous high profile & large scale systems for government clients, as well as
the development of numerous Dynamics CRM Applications.
• Aloye also started several small businesses that continue to provide income
for his family.

Tapisserie de l'Apocalypse Collection | Aloye Investigation Services | Ana Ishikawa Shi Gallery & Emporium |
Arca Foederis LLC | Aloye Media Enterprises LLC
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About Eternal Conquest LLC
• Eternal Conquest LLC’s assets & holdings consist
of a series of electronic digital files and source
code that comprise the "Eternal Conquest - The
Great War" Video Game.
• Eternal Conquest LLC is the official legal entity
that will bring Eternal Conquest The Great War
Video Game to market, produce any and all
secondary market product, and provide support
for the Eternal Conquest Product Family.
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• The images below show some early stage prototypes of Eternal Conquest LLC’s
flagship video game, Eternal Conquest - The Great War.
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About the Market

(Source: 2015 ESA Essentials - Sales, Demographic & Usage Data)
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The average age of the
male “American Video Gamer”
is 35 years old.
The average age of the
female “American Video Gamer”
is 43 years old.

(Source: 2015 ESA Essentials - Sales, Demographic & Usage Data)
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In 2014 alone,
Americans spent
$22.41 billion dollars
on video games.
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The people who spend that $22.41 billion dollars
annually are most influenced by:

The Game’s Interesting Storyline

22%

Price

15%

Word of Mouth

11%

The game is the continuation of or
10%
similar to a franchise they already love

(Source: 2015 ESA Essentials - Sales, Demographic & Usage Data)
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$2.13 billion dollars was spent
on RPG Style Video Games
in the United States,
in 2014 alone
Many gamers often complain about there not being enough classic RPG style
video games with rich content and storylines that are reminiscent of the
franchises that they grew to love over the years as they grew up on video games.
As a member of this market demographic, this is also my complaint.
I know the feeling well.
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Here are some examples that reflect this demand as taken from the
Priori Data App Tracking Platform showing sales for Classic Style RPG games:
Vay – Released in the iPhone App Store in 2008. Data Tracking platforms started tracking data in 2015.
Pre-2015 Data Unavailable. 27,000 purchases in 2015 alone, which is 8 years after it was released.
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Sword of Fargoal Legends – Released in the iPhone App Store in 2010. Data
Tracking platforms started tracking data in 2015. Pre 2015 Data Unavailable.
73,000 purchases in 2015 alone, which is 5 years after it was released.
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Symphony of Origin – Released in the iPhone App Store in 2012. Data
Tracking platforms started tracking data in 2015. Pre 2015 Data Unavailable.
43,000 purchases in 2015 alone, which is 3 years after it was released.
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Hero’s Rise: The Prodigy – Released in the iPhone App Store in 2012. Data
Tracking platforms started tracking data in 2015. Pre 2015 Data Unavailable.
77,700 purchases in 2015 alone, which is 3 years after it was released.
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Final Fantasy V – Released in the iPhone App Store in 2013. Data Tracking
platforms started tracking data in 2015. Pre 2015 Data Unavailable.
136,000 purchases in 2015, which is 2 years after it was released.
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Oceanhorn – Released in the iPhone App Store in 2013. Data Tracking
platforms started tracking data in 2015. Pre 2015 Data Unavailable.
365,000 purchases in 2015, which is 2 years after it was released.
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IMPORTANT FACTS REGARDING THE ABOVE LISTED STATS
These are just global iPhone App Store Purchases in 2015 alone.
Android sales statistics are likely to reflect larger numbers because there are
exponentially more android users worldwide than there are iPhone users.
PC and MAC purchases are also not reflected.
There are no stat trackers for Windows PC and Mac software sales at the time
this market research was conducted.
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OUR GOAL & WHY WE WILL REACH IT
I believe that I can achieve similar or better sales quantity results with ECTGW for the following reasons:
Revolutionary Season, Date, & Time Based Content
Revolutionary Geo-Location Based Content (Similar to Pokémon Go)
Immense, complex, and sophisticated storyline
Look, feel, and play experience is reminiscent of classic franchise titles video gamers know and grew up with.
Over all High-Quality game, allows for a $15 to $20 purchase price.
Packing the game with more than 180 hours of playable content will produce a rich play experience that dwarfs
every title listed above except for Final Fantasy V, which plays out at around 180 hours.
We really know and understand our customer base because we are a member of it.
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About the Game
The key areas of interest are as follows:
1. Desire for Unique Play Experience
2. Desire for Immersive World and Rich Play Experience that will keep players involved.
3. Desire for Immense, complex, and sophisticated storyline
4. Look, feel, and play experience is reminiscent of the classic titles video gamers know
and grew up with
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Desire for unique play experience
• Season, date, and time specific content
• This means certain content and in game logistics are dependent upon real world
dates and times
•

hdhhfgf

• Geographic specific content
• This means certain content and in game logistics are dependent upon real world
geographic of the player
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Desire for Immersive World & Rich Play Experience
• 180 Hours of Play
• Three Different Worlds
• The World of the Present
• The World of the Future
• The World of the Past
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Desire for Immense & Complex Storyline
• 10 to 20 playable characters
• Worlds Collide

Look, Feel, & Play Experience Reminiscent of the Classics
• Classic Style RPG
• Music & Sound Effects
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About the Vision
My long term vision is to build this game into an “always updated and ever changing” fantasy experience, that
will keep players excited about updated content, quests, and previously unexplored areas of the world.
This vison is being implemented through the additional revenue stream of geo-partnership subscriptions.
A geo-partnership subscription is the avenue in which businesses, associations, cities, tourism boards, and
other organizations purchase unique geo/date/time/season based content from Eternal Conquest, LLC that can
only be accessed when the player is playing the game within the geographic boundaries and/or during the
time/date/season specified by the geo-content partner.
I want to build Eternal Conquest LLC into a unique and revolutionary video game franchise unlike anything that
currently exists.
I want to exceed market expectations, satisfy the desire of the customer base, and become known as the man
who permanently revolutionized and changed expectations for classic style role playing games.
Of course, I want this to be a win for the Reading, Pennsylvania area.
I want our community to be able to claim it and be proud of it.
In order to get there, I need your help.
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Team Members Arrive with Investment
• $1.5 M investment will allow a small and dedicated team to be built that will
accelerate the delivery of the game across multiple platforms and enable the
creation of supplemental products and additional revenue streams.
• $1.5 M Investment brings on the following:
• Allows Owner/Founder 100% Dedication to Focus on Eternal Conquest
• Graphics Illustrator I – who studied graphic arts with an emphasis in video game graphics
design.
• Graphics Illustrator II – who studied graphic arts with an emphasis in video game graphics
design.
• Additional Developer/Tester – expertise in geo-location Cordova Development and will help
accelerate the deployment of location specific content across multiple platforms.
• Music Composer & Soundtrack Producer
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Sales & Investment Payout

Multi-Platform w/ Supplementary Products / 1.5M Investment
In addition to the potential/projected revenue
streams shown in the chart on the left, several
additional components of the ECTGW Video Game
Platform can be licensed/sold to other video game
franchises.
• ECTGW Geo Processing System – other video game
studios can pay for access to our geo processor,
add virtual in game properties to it, and use the
technology in their own games.
• ECTGW Save To The Cloud System (Currently In
Development) - other video game studios can pay
for this component and integrate it into their
games allowing their customers to save to the
cloud.
The systems above have the potential to add two
more recurrent revenue streams to the venture.
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Best Investment You Ever Made
My heart and soul are in this venture. I spent $60,000+ of my own money to get
this far, along with over ~ 6000 hours of work.
I am going to do this. For the investor that partners with me to financially
enable me to finish this, I would be willing to allow that investor to make 100%
of all sales once the product is finished, in order to quickly re-coup their initial
investment, and be made whole as fast as possible, before reverting to some
kind of percentage split.
I am also open to discussing other investment ideas and options with the
potential investor/partner.
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About the Win
• Video Game Customers have the ultimate video game
• Investor Partners make a boatload of money
• South Eastern PA & our Investor Partners have the hottest Video
Game Franchise on Earth with Eternal Conquest LLC
• Communities near and far will benefit by partnering with Eternal
Conquest to bring geographic specific gaming content to their cities,
which they can then use to promote and draw tourism. (This also
could turn into an additional revenue stream)
• I am dedicated to piloting this ship into even more profitable waters
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Questions
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